The Green Deal Value Chain:
Stakeholders and business models for the delivery of the Green Deal and ECO

Tuesday 18th September 2012
Firth Court, Western Bank, The University of Sheffield, S10 2TN

This workshop will look at the work of the BIG Energy Upgrade programme and the roles played by the University of Sheffield and Yorkshire Energy Services in shaping the Yorkshire and the Humber supply chain of energy efficiency measures and on how this can support Energy Company Obligation and inform the delivery of the Green Deal.

10:00  Registration, tea and coffee
10:25  Welcome
10:30  Opening speech and update on preparations for the launch of the Green Deal and ECO (Richard Mellish, Deputy Director, Green Deal Programme Delivery – DECC)
11:00  Supply Chain structures to support the Green Deal value chains roll-out (Professor Lenny Koh, Director of Centre for Energy, Environment and Sustainability - University of Sheffield)
11:15  Coffee/tea break
11:30  The experience of a Green Deal provider: How to maximise the benefits in Yorkshire and Humber involving SMEs in the value chain (Vincent McCabe, Managing Director - YES Projects)
11:45  The role of a Local Authority in driving and managing demand for the Green Deal: How is Sheffield preparing for the launch of the Green Deal? (Robert Almond, Lead Green Deal Sponsor - Sheffield City Council)
12:00  Q&A panel with the energy suppliers to discuss the launch and delivery of Green Deal and ECO; explore how the new obligations will be put into practice; and how to maximise the obligation in the region.

Panelists: John Pietryszczck (Head of Energy Services - Scottish Power); Bob Jackson (Head of Obligations – nPower); Mark Cherry (Head of Green Deal – EON); Chris Ronketti (Head of Energy Solutions – British Gas Business); Angus Wilby (Head of Energy Services – EDF Energy).

Moderator: Bill Edrich (Chief Executive - Yorkshire Energy Services)

12:50  Closing remarks
13:00  Lunch, networking and exhibition